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U. S. DOMESTIC COMMUNICATION
SATELLITE SYSTEMS

D. H. Martin
The Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California 90245

ABSTRACT

Domestic communication satellite (domsat) systems in the United States have a history of
14 years. Currently, several systems are in operation and another will be in early 1981. In
recent years, many papers have been published, each describing certain details of a
specific system. In contrast, this paper presents an overview and comparison of all the
systems. As a background to this survey, the U. S. domsat history is briefly reviewed. The
system overview then begins with a look at the satellites. Their basic designs are compared
pictorially and through tabular data. Communication subsystems are also compared. The
survey then goes on to the terminals, the terrestrial parts of the systems. Representative
terminal characteristics are discussed. Finally, the various communication services offered
by these systems are described.

HISTORY

In 1965, the American Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) applied to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) for permission to build and operate a domestic
satellite system for the distribution of network TV programs. Lacking guidelines by which
it could evaluate the application, the FCC returned it early the next year. At the same time,
the FCC opened hearings and invited comments on the general subject of domestic satellite
communications. In 1967, the legislative and executive branches of the government also
began studies and hearings on this subject. Numerous comments and proposals were put
forth during these hearings from a broad spectrum of sources. These included the TV
networks, common carriers, aerospace manufacturers, government agencies, and others.

In December 1968, a committee appointed by President Johnson published its final report
[1]. It recommended a single pilot program because of uncertainties about the technology.
However, a new administration took office the next month, and a new study was initiated.
As a result, in early 1970, the administration recommended open competition [2]. Thus, in
March 1970, the FCC invited applications from all interested parties. One year later, eight
applications had been submitted [3]. The issues involved with these applications produced
more hearings. The final FCC decision was that any qualified applicant would be allowed



to develop a system, in some instances subject to specific restrictions. This occurred in
December 1972, over seven years after the original proposal by ABC.

In 1972, Western Union Telegraph Co. (WU), one of the March 1971 applicants, had
contracted, at its own risk, for the development of three satellites. The WU system was
approved by the FCC in 1973, as were several others. In addition, RCA received
permission to operate on an interim basis by leasing satellite capacity from Telesat
Canada. Thus, in December 1973, RCA was the first company to provide domsat services
in the U. S. Table 1 summarizes the main historical domsat events.

SYSTEMS

Western Union [4, 5] began domestic services with the launch of two of its Westar
sattellites in 1974. American Satellite Corp. (ASC), a Fairchild subsidiary, began
operations that same year [6]. RCA [7], through its RCA Americom subsidiary, transferred
to its own satellites in 1976. AT&T also began operations in 1976 [8].

Table 2 gives some basic information about these four systems, plus that of Satellite
Business Systems (SBS). SBS [9] is a joint venture of Comsat General, IBM, and Aetna
Insurance. It received FCC approval in 1977, and expects to have two satellites in orbit by
early 1981. Of these five system operators, only three (WU, RCA, and SBS) own their
own satellites. ASC leases satellite capacity from WU. AT&T leases complete satellites
and satellite control services from Comsat General. GTE participates in the AT&T system
by using its own terminals and leasing satellite capacity from AT&T.

MOTIVATION

Unlike in other countries, all U. S. domsat systems are operated by commercial entities.
They are in the domsat business for the purpose of profit. This economic motivation has
existed throughout the domsat history; ABC’s desire to develop a system was to reduce
distribution costs. The potential for profit lies in the fact that satellite systems can do
certain things better or easier than terrestrial systems. In addition, satellite systems can
provide services for Alaska and Hawaii, which are not practical by terrestrial methods.

One of the technical benefits of satellite systems is, that only one repeater (the satellite)
exists in any link, aside from the relatively short terrestrial tails between the terminals and
users. In contrast, a long distance terrestrial link will have repeaters every twenty to forty
miles, each of which contributes a small amount to signal degradation. The other primary
advantage is that satellites view the entire country; whereas terrestrial links are constrained
to specific point to point connections. Thus, satellite system distribution costs are 



insensitive to distance, can interconnect any number of locations, and often can provide
quicker and/or less costly extensions of service, especially in rural areas.

AT&T has a near monopoly on long distance terrestrial communications. Because domsat
systems are competing in many cases for the same business, the FCC put a major
restriction on AT&T. Specifically, for the first three years of operation, AT&T was only
allowed to use satellites within its switched public and U. S. government telephone
networks. The purpose of this restriction was to promote competition by giving other
operators (who are allowed to provide all types of communication services) an opportunity
to establish themselves.

SATELLITES

Table 3 gives the basic characteristics of the satellites used by the domsat systems. In
order of their initial launch dates, they are: Westar (W. U.), Satcom (RCA), Comstar
(AT&T), and SBS. All of them are, or will be, in synchronous equatorial orbit between
83E and 135E W. longitude. (Table 4 gives specific launch dates and current orbital
locations). All of them have a view of the 48 states, but only those in the western part of
the orbital arc can view Hawaii and all of Alaska.

The Westar satellite [10, 11], Figure 1, is virtually identical to the Anik A satellites of
Telesat Canada. The significant changes were modification of the antenna pattern and
addition of a back-up despin subsystem. Westar is the smallest of the four satellites, and is
spin stabilized with only the antenna and feed horns despun.

The RICA Satcom satellite [12, 13], Figure 2, is the only three-axis stabilized design. The
antennas are fixed on the earth viewing face of the body, while the solar arrays are
deployed in orbit and rotate to track the sun. The Satcom design was coupled with the
Delta launch vehicle model 3914 development to produce a weight optimized, cost
effective satellite. The optimization is indicated by comparison with the Comstar satellite,
which has very similar communications characteristics, yet weights 80% more and requires
a more expensive launch vehicle (Atlas-Centaur).

The Comstar satellite [14, 15], Figure 3, is a spin stabilized design derived from the
Intelsat IV satellite. The despun portion includes the entire communication subsystem and
the antennas. The support subsystems, such as electrical power and attitude control, are
within the spinning portion of the satellite.

The SBS satellite [16, 17], Figure 4, is a spin stabilized design having much in common
with the Anik C satellite which is also in development. Like Comstar, the SBS
communication subsystem and antennas are despun, while the remainder of the satellite



equipment is contained in the spinning portion. Unlike Comstar, both the antenna and a
portion of the solar array are deployed after the satellite arrives in synchronous orbit. The
reason for this is to attain a compact launch configuration in order to minimize launch costs
on NASA’s Shuttle.

Besides these satellites, Western Union is developing an Advanced Westar [18, 19] space
segment, which is integrated with the TDRSS payload on the TDRSS spacecraft that W.U.
and TRW are developing for NASA. Advanced Westar should be in use beginning in
1982.

Within Table 3, the variance in weight among the satellites is due both to the size of the
communications payload and the general design of the satellite. The power differences are
discussed below. Attitude control, stationkeeping, and design life values are similar for all
four satellites and reflect the status of satellite technology in general. Some improvement is
noticeable with SBS, whose design dates 5 to 8 years later than the other satellites.

COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEMS

The basic characteristics of the communication subsystems of the four satellites are
indicated in Table 5. Three operate in the 4 and 6 GHz bands which have been used for
satellite communications since the early 1960s. The fourth, SBS, will be one of the first
operational (i. e., nonexperimental) satellites to use the 12 and 14 GHz bands. Of the three,
Westar has twelve transponders and RCA and AT&T have twenty-four. The double
capacity is achieved by independent transmissions on orthogonal polarizations on both
uplinks and downlinks. The other satellites use one polarization for the uplinks and the
other for the downlinks.

The performance of the first three satellites is about equal because the technology used in
their designs is similar. The SBS performance is somewhat higher due to different
technology and the fact that coverage is limited to the 48 states. The end of life satellite
power (Table 3) which varies from 260 to 830 W is directly related to the TWT power. In
each case, the satellite power is 4.1 to 4.4 times the total TWT power for all channels of
the subsystem.

The capacity of each channel depends on the ground terminal performance. AT&T uses
the largest terminals (~ 100 ft. antenna diameter) and can transmit 1500 to 1800 voice
circuits through one channel. With smaller antennas (e. g., 17 to 36 ft. diameter), the
channel capacity is usually a few hundred to almost 1000 voice circuits.

Figure 5 is a representative communication subsystem block diagram for all four satellites.
The actual subsystem of the Satcom and Comstar satellites is equivalent to twice what is



shown in the figure. The receiver has a 500 MHz bandwidth and amplifies and frequency
translates twelve channels simultaneously. Although past receiver designs have used
various types of amplifiers, future receivers are likely to use only transistor amplifiers. The
TWTs each amplify only one channel. The input and output multiplexers are combinations
of bandpass filters and isolators which separate and then recombine the channels. The
separation of the transmitter into odd and even halves simplifies the multiplexers’ design
by increasing the spacing between adjacent channels within the multiplexers. Symbolically,
Figure 4 shows a diplexer and one antenna. In actual practice, either one or two reflector
antennas are used, each with 3 to 15 feed horns. In some satellites, separate horns are used
for transmitting and receiving so that no diplexing is required.

TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES

Transmission techniques vary with the type of traffic. Multiplex voice circuits are usually
analog FDM/FM/FDMA, although ASC is converting to a digital TDM/QPSK/TDMA
format. SBS also plans to use a digital format. TV transmissions use FM with either one
signal per satellite transponder or two using FDMA, although RCA has demonstrated
transmission of four simultaneous programs on one transponder. Nonmultiplexed voice or
data circuits use single channel per carrier (SCPC) with FM or PSK modulation and
FDMA. Digital data uses QPSK modulation, often with error correction coding.

TERMINALS [20-23]

Characteristics of some representative terminals are listed in Table 6. Figures 6 to 7 are
pictures of two terminals. Except for differences caused by the higher frequencies of SBS
links, the electronics in all of the terminals are similar in nature. However, there are
significant variations in the amount of equipment, which depends on the amount of traffic
routed through the terminal. Also, at some important locations, there might be more than
one antenna in order to maintain simultaneous communications through more than one
satellite.

The other large variation among the terminals is the antenna diameter. This varies from
105 feet for the GTE terminals used with the AT&T system to 4.5 m (14.6 feet), which is
the smallest size currently authorized by the FCC. The larger antennas require automated
tracking of the satellite whose motion, though small, is on the order of the beamwidth. The
small antennas, having larger beamwidths, are able to be pointed in a fixed direction. This
simplifies the terminal by eliminating the tracking equipment - occasional pointing changes
are done manually.

The receiving performance of the terminal is expressed by the gain to noise temperature
ratio, G/T. The type and capacity of the links to be received, and the satellite



characteristics, determine the G/T requirement. Various combinations of antenna diameter
and preamplifier noise temperature are able to provide a given G/T. The choice depends
primarily on cost and also on reliability. High capacity terminals, such as the first and
second in Table 6, use very low noise receivers. Smaller terminals can often use less
expensive receivers with preamplifiers having a higher noise temperature. At these
terminals, traffic and location influence the preamplifier choice and thus cause the G/T
variations shown in Table 6. Location is important because the satellites’ ERP is lower for
outlying areas (e.g., Hawaii, Puerto Rico) and some extremeties of the 48 states (e.g.,
southern Florida).

TERMINAL TYPES

Terminals are either general purpose or dedicated, as illustrated in Figure 8. General
purpose terminals handle the needs of many users within a certain area. The area is
typically a large city plus everything within one hundred miles or more. Users within the
area are connected to a domsat operator’s central office (also called an operating center)
by telephone lines and/or microwave relay. The central office, usually in the heart of the
large city, is connected with the terminal by microwave relay over a distance of ten to fifty
miles. The terminal is located in a rural valley in order to avoid interference with terrestrial
microwave systems. Figure 9 shows the locations of the Los Angeles area general purpose
terminals.

SBS chose the 12 and 14 GHz bands rather than 4 and 6 GHz because they (12/14 GHz)
are not used for terrestrial microwave systems. Thus, there is no interference problem and
no need to locate terminals outside urban areas. As a result, all SBS terminals will be of
the dedicated type.

Dedicated terminals serve one user or perhaps two neighboring users. The antenna is
located on the grounds of the user or on a rooftop. Equipment may be partitioned between
a special shelter next to the antenna and the interior of the building.

Approximately 1000 dedicated terminals are in use today [24]. The great majority are
receive only terminals (i. e., no transmitter) used for broadcasting signal distribution. In
contrast, less than forty general purpose terminals exist outside of Alaska where RCA has
installed about 100 small terminals to serve scattered small communities [25]. Within the
48 states, general purpose terminals are almost all located near New York, Washington,
D.C., Chicago, Atlanta, Houston, Dallas, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.



SATELLITE CONTROL

Each domsat system includes a TT&C (telemetry, tracking, and command) network to
control the satellites. Control includes monitoring of telemetry, commanding various
aspects of satellite configuration, and orbit computation. In the W. U. system, the control
center also monitors, via satellite, the status of the general purpose terminals. Similar
monitoring of terminal status via satellite links will be implemented in the SBS system.

Basic control network parameters are provided in Table 7. The Western Union [26] and
RCA [27] ground equipment is colocated with communication terminals and partially
shares equipment. The Comstar satellites are controlled by Comsat General as part of the
lease arrangement with AT&T [28-29]. Details of the SBS network have not been
described, but are expected to be similar to the other systems except for the new TT&C
frequencies corresponding to the SBS communication frequencies.

SERVICES

The domsat systems described above offer a variety of services using bandwidths from a
few kilohertz up to tens of megahertz. The most common service is a voice bandwidth
private line circuit offered by all of the domsat systems (except AT&T). “Private line” is in
contrast to the terrestrial public switched telephone network. These private line circuits
handle voice traffic, or alternate voice/data service. Some customer site equipments are
able to switch among voice, data, teletype, and facsimile equipment to adapt the circuit to
changing customer requirements. Private line circuits of various users may be multiplexed
at a general purpose earth terminal or central office and transmitted together on one
carrier. Private line circuits using dedicated earth terminals typically use single channel per
carrier modulation. User locations vary from urban centers to off shore oil drilling
platforms [30].

AT&T and GTE user the Comstar satellites as part of the long distance switched public
network. RCA provides switched voice service to many remote Alaskan communities that
are not served by terrestrial facilities. This service is both intrastate and interstate.

Distribution of broadcast television is another major service, primarily provided by RCA
and W. U. Users include both the commercial and educational broadcasting networks [31].
Also, over a dozen companies originate television programming which is relayed to
hundreds of separate cable TV systems throughout the country. RCA has also
demonstrated the distribution of audio program materials for radio networks and teletype
and facsimile for press services [32].



Both ASC and RCA provide digital data links for the U. S. Government. ASC traffic
includes mission data and telemetry for the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program and
T1 carriers in the Autovon network. Both companies provide links for NASA in support of
the Shuttle operations. Other NASA programs using domsat links include Seasat, Tiros,
TDRSS, and Viking.

Commercial data links at 56 kbps also use domsats. ASC customers include banking and
computer companies and Dow Jones, which transmits composed Wall Street Journal pages
to remote printing plants.

SUMMARY

This paper has presented a survey of various aspects of U. S. domestic communication
satellite systems. These systems have grown from proposals in the early 1970s to well-
established businesses today, with much more growth expected in the coming decade.

Table 1.  U. S. Dornsat History

1965 A.B. C. Submits First Application to FCC
1966 FCC Hearings Begin
1967 Congress & Administration Studies Begin
1968 Rostow Report Recommends Pilot Program
1969 New Administration, New Study
1970 FCC Open Entry Policy
1971 8 System Applications; More FCC Hearings
1972 Final FCC Policy
1973 FCC Begins System Approvals

RCA Begins Service with Anik Lease
1974 Two Westar Satellites Launched
1975-6 Two RCA & Two AT&T Satellites Launched
1977 SBS Approved by FCC

 



Table 2.  System Comparison

Parameter Western
Union

American
Satellite

RCA AT&T SBS

Start of Operations

Satellites in Orbit

Frequency Bands

Channels /sat.

Service Area

Comments

1974

3

4/6 Ghz

12 x 36 MHz

CONUS

Advanced
Westar
Satellites
from 1982

1974

-

4/6 Ghz

-

CONUS,
Hawaii

Satellite Trans-
ponders Leased
from W. U.

1976 (1973 with
Anik)

2
(3rd Dec. 79)

4/6 Ghz

24 x 34 MHz

CONUS,
Alaska

1976

3

4/6 Ghz

24 x 34 MHz

CONUS,
Hawaii,
Puerto Rico

Satellite
Leased from
Comsat Gen.

1980-81

2 Launches
in 1980-81

12/14 Ghz

10 x 43 MHz

CONUS

Table 3.  Satellite Comparison

Parameter Western
Union

RCA AT&T SBS

Name

Size

Weight in
orbit

Power

Stabilization

Antenna
Pointing

Stationkeeping

Design Life

Manufacturer

Launch Vehicle

Westar

6 ft. diam
12 ft. tall

650 Lbs

260 W
after 7 yrs.

Spin

±0.1E

±0.1E

7 Yrs.

Hughes

Delta 1914

Satcorn

Body: 4x4x5 ft.
Array: 31 ft. span

1010 Lbs

490 W min.
after 8 yrs.

3-Axis

±0.2E

±0.1E

7 Yrs.

RCA

Delta 3914

Comstar

8 ft. diam
20 ft. tall

1790 Lbs

550 W min.
after 7 yrs.

Spin

±0.2E E-W
±0.26E N-S

±0.1E

7 Yrs.

Hughes

Atlas-Centaur

-

7 ft. diam
22 ft. tall

1220 Lbs

830 W after
7 Yrs.

Spin

±0.5E

±0.5E

7 Yrs.

Hughes

Delta 3910 or
Shuttle



Table 4.  Satellite Locations

SATELLITE LAUNCH DATE ORBITAL LOCATION

Westar
Westar 2
Satcom 1
Satcom 2
Comstar 1
Comstar 2
Comstar 3
Westar 3
Satcom. 3
SBS 1
SBS 2
Satcom 4

13 April 1974
10 October 1974
13 December 1975
26 March 1976
13 May 1976
22 July 1976
29 June 1978
9 August 1979
December 1979
August 1980
March 1981
June 1981

     99E W
123.5E
   110E
   135E
     95E
   128E
     87E
     91E
   131E
      *
      *
     83E

* To be stationed between 100E and 130E

Table 5. Communication Subsystem Comparison

Parameter Western Union RCA AT&T SBS

Channel Bandwidth

Transmit Band

TWT Power*

TWT Redundancy

CONUS ERP*

Receive Band

Receiver Redundancy

CONUS G/T

Dual Polarization
Isolation

12 x 36 MHz

3.7 - 4.2 GHz

5 W

none

33 dBW (spec)
34-36 dBW (typical)

5.925 - 6.425 GHz

2 for 1

-6 dB/EK (typical)

-

24 x 34 MHz

3.7 - 4.2 GHz

5 W

0/4 spares

32 dBW (spec)
34 dBW (typical)

5.925 - 6.425 GHz

2 for 1
(each polarization)

-6 dB/EK

33 dB

24 x 34 MHz

3.7 - 4.2 GHz

5/5.5 W

none

33 dBW (spec)
34-36 dBW (typical)

5.925 - 6.425 GHz

4 for 2

-8.8 dB/EK (spec)
-4.5 dB/EK (typical)

33 dB

10 x 43 MHz

11.7 - 12.2 GHz
20 W

6 spares

40 - 44 dBW

14.0 - 14.5 GHz

4 for 1

-3 to +1 dB/EK

-

* Per channel



Table 6.  Example Terminal Characteristics

Antenna diarn. ft.

Frequency bands,
GHz

Transmit gain, dB

Transmit power, W

ERP, dBW

Receive gain, dB

G/T, dB/EK

Transmit beam-
width, deg

Tracking

User

98

4/6

63

#3000

94

60

42

.12

Step

AT&T

51

4/6

57

#3000

48-86

54

37

.22

Step

W. U.

33 - 36
(10-11 m)

4/6

53-55

#3000

60-85

50-51

25-33*

.3

Step or
Manual

many (some are TV
receive only)

15-16
(4.5-5 m)

4/6

-

-

-

43

20-22*

1.1 (receive)

Manual

many (usually
TV receive only)

18
(5.5 m)

12/14

55

#500

80

54

30

.3

Command

SBS

Table 7.  Satellite Control

Parameter Western Union RCA AT&T* SBS

Control Center Site

TT&C Sites

Command Frequency

Command Format

Telemetry Frequencies

Telemetry Format

TT&C site features

Glenwood N. J.

Glenwood, Dallas,
Atlanta

6420 MHz

FSK/FM

4198-4199.5
MHz

PAM/FM/PM or
analog/FM/PM

Glenwood manned
24 hr/day, UPS***,
one extra antenna

at TT&C sites

Vernon Valley NJ
Moorpark CA

6423.5 MHz

FSK/FM

3700.5 & 4199.5
MHz

PAM/FM/PM
or analog/FM/PM

Manned 24 hr/day,

Wash. D.C.

Southbury CN
Santa Paula CA

5930 MHz

FSK/FM

3705 & 4195
MHz

PCM/PSK & FM
subcarriers PM

 carrier
Manned 24 hr/day,

Colorado

Colorado

14.49 GHz
(6175 MHz**)

FSK/ FM (?)

12.19 GHz
(3950 MHz**)

digital PCM
analog FM

Expected to be
similar to others

*    Part of Comsat General’s integrated Cornstar/Marisat control network
**  Transfer orbit and initial testing only
***UPS = uninterrupted power supply



Fig. 1.  The Westar Satellite

Fig. 2.  The Comstar Satellite



Fig. 3.  The RCA Satellite

FIG. 4.  THE SBS SATELLITE



Figure 5.  Generic Block Diagram



Fig. 6.  A Typical 10 m (33 Ft.) Terminal

Fig. 7.  A Roof-Top Terminal with a 15-Ft. Antenna



Figure 8.  Two Types of Terminals

Figure 9.  Terminals in the Los Angeles Area
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